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Your LinkedIn Profile is 
Displayed to Thousands of 
People Every Day







How do we stop the scroll?





“Can I trust this 
person?” 



“Is this person 
competent?” 



“Can I respect this 
person?” 





Confidence



Enthusiastic



Passionate



3 Types of 
Professional 
Headlines

Job title

Keyword or skills-based

Benefit-driven



Job Title



Keywords 
or Skills



Benefit-
driven



Your Key to Success

“If I can get someone to TRULY believe that the 

new opportunity is the key to what they want 

most, and they can only get it through my 

vehicle, then they have no other options but to 

buy from me” – Russell Brunson





Your Keys to 
Success

YOU NEED A UNIQUE 
SOLUTION TO THEIR 
BIGGEST CHALLENGE

YOU NEED TO SHOW THEM 
WHY THEY NEED YOUR 

SOLUTION

THEY NEED TO BELIEVE 
YOUR NEW OPPORTUNITY IS 

THE KEY TO THEIR DESIRE



Create Your Professional 
Headline
• I help (who do you help) (what problem do you solve?) 

(how do you solve the problem?) (what are the benefits 
of my service?)

• Do you feel stuck or overwhelmed by work, 
relationships or stress (problem)? I can help you get 
back on track and feeling great (new opportunity) using 
my proprietary, drug-free, energy clearing process (new 
mechanism)

• Helping Ambitious Professionals Scale Their Love Life, 
Lifestyle & Business (new opportunity) - Via Charisma 
(new mechanism)



Your About should read like the inside flap of a book engaging them 
so they can’t stop reading your profile
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Problem

As a growth-oriented high-performer, do you ever experience:

• You’re so busy you don’t have time to enjoy the perks of your 
lifestyle
• Brain fog or emotions mess with your routine, productivity
• You succeed, but question yourself or leadership more often 
than you’d like to admit
• You thrive in either business OR your private life... but rarely 
both



What’s Possible

What if, instead, your life looked and felt like this:

• Wherever you are in the world, you’re in control of your habits

• Your mind is quiet, balanced and decision-making is intuitive

• You show up confident and empowered in your relationships

• Your inner-alignment earns you respect, friends and new business 

everywhere you go



Struggle

A little about me: 

I've invested my entire life in helping people 
create extraordinary leverage in theirs.

This mission became clear after a serious 
personal encounter with death forced me to 
examine my old default life: overcommitted, 
imbalanced, and never-enough. 

The problem was, I didn’t know how to 
change—or where to start. 



Breakthrough

But motivated to make my “second chance” count—I set out on what 
became a multi-year, around-the-world odyssey to find and later 
collaborate with the foremost leaders in human development.

These diverse visionaries taught me tools that changed each part of my 
life;

And yet no single method completely spoke to me as a location-
independent business owner, multicultural adult, and strong, but 
sensitive, male determined to live and do better in a complex world.

So over the years, I redesigned (and tweaked) the gems of these 
methods into a modern change model that matters and works.



Call to Action

Experience what creating a 
high-leverage life of meaning 
can do for you. DM me for 
more info.



For More LinkedIn Tips Visit 
www.YourLinkedInCoach.com


